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Abstract
We present an application of an Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) algorithm
to the Resource-constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP). The ALNS framework was
first proposed by Pisinger and Røpke [19] and can be described as a large neighborhood search
algorithm with an adaptive layer, where a set of destroy/repair neighborhoods compete to modify
the current solution in each iteration of the algorithm. Experiments are performed on the well-
known J30, J60 and J120 benchmark instances, which show that the proposed algorithm is
competitive and confirms the strength of the ALNS framework previously reported for different
variants of the Vehicle Routing Problem.
1 Introduction
In many situations, such as industrial production and software development, one needs to plan
a number of interdependent activities on a scarce number of resources, such that the time to
complete all the activities is minimized. These kind of problems can be modelled as a Resource-
constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP), which can be described as follows (cf. Brucker
et al. [4]): A project consists of a set A = {1, . . . , n} of activities, which must be performed on
a set R = {1, . . . ,m} of resources. An activity j ∈ A requires rjk ≥ 0 units of resource k ∈ R
throughout its non-preemptible processing time pj ≥ 0. Each resource k ∈ R has a limited capacity
Rk ≥ 0. There exists precedence relations between the activities, such that one activity j ∈ A can
not be started before all its predecessors, Pj , have completed (symmetrically Sj denotes the set of
successors ). The objective is to find a precedence and resource-capacity feasible schedule which
minimizes the makespan.
The RCPSP was first described by Pritsker et al. [20] and as a generalization of the Job Shop
Scheduling Problem it is NP-hard (cf. Blaz˙ewicz et al [2]). A large number of solutions methods
have been applied to the RCPSP, see for instance the surveys by Herroelen et al. [10], Kolisch and
Hartmann [13, 12] and Kolisch and Padman [15]. The RCPSP is notoriously hard and only instances
with up to 30 activities can consistently be solved to optimality. It is thus of interest to consider
heuristics as an alternate approach. Among the most successful heuristics are the (hybrid) genetic
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algorithms devised by Debels and Vanhoucke [6], Hartmann [9, 8] and Valls et al. [30, 29, 28], the
local search algorithms devised by Fleszar and Hindi [7], Kochetov and Stolyar [11] and Palpant et
al. [18], the simulated annealing algorithm devised by Boulemain and Lecocq [3], the tabu search
algorithms devised by Nanobe and Ibaraki [17] and Valls et al. [27], the sampling based algorithms
devised by Tormos and Lova [25, 26] and the scatter search based algorithms devised by Debels et
al. [5] and Ranjbar et al. [21].
We propose to solve the RCPSP heuristically by using an Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search
(ALNS) algorithm, where – exploiting the flexibility of the ALNS framework – we unify techniques
from other algorithms proposed for the RCPSP and let the adaptive layer of the algorithm select
among the best during execution. The computational experiments show that the algorithm is com-
petitive with state-of-the-art algorithms. To the of best our knowledge, this is the first application
of the ALNS framework to the RCPSP.
In Section 2, a general description of the ALNS framework is given, in Section 3, a description
of the adaption of the ALNS framework to the RCPSP is given, in Section 4, a description of the
different destroy/repair neighborhoods is given, in Section 5, the results of running the algorithm
on benchmark instances is presented and finally we conclude in Section 6.
2 Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search
The ALNS framework was first proposed by Pisinger and Røpke [19] for different variants of the
Vehicle Routing Problem, where good results were reported by Røpke and Pisinger [22, 23] and
Pisinger and Røpke [19]. It is a general framework which can be applied to a large class of op-
timization problems and can be described as follows: ALNS is a local search framework in which
a number of simple neighborhoods compete to modify the current solution. In each iteration a
destroy neighborhood is chosen to destroy the current solution, and an repair neighborhood is chosen
to repair the solution. The new solution is accepted if it satisfies some criteria defined by the local
search framework applied at the master level. The neighborhoods used are typically neighborhoods,
who can reach a large part of the solution space. An adaptive layer stochastically controls which
neighborhoods to choose based on their past performance (score). The more a neighborhood has
contributed to the solution process, the larger score it obtains, and hence it has a larger probability
of being chosen. The adaptive layer uses roulette wheel selection for choosing a destroy and repair
neighborhood. If the past score of a neighborhood i is pii and we have ω neighborhoods, then we
choose neighborhood j with probability pij/
∑ω
i=1 pii. ALNS can be based on any local search frame-
work, e.g., simulated annealing, tabu search or guided local search. For a more detailed description
we refer to this paper by Pisinger and Røpke [19].
3 Algorithm
In the following we give a presentation of the different components of the proposed algorithm.
Representation There exists a number of different solution representations for the RCPSP (cf.
Kolisch and Hartmann [14]). The proposed algorithm employs list representation, where a schedule
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is represented as an precedence-ordered list of activities, i.e., if i ∈ Pj then i comes before j in the
list. When using list representation, one additionally needs a scheme for converting the list into
a schedule. The two most commonly used are the serial and parallel schedule generation schemes
(SGS) (cf. Kolisch and Hartmann [14]). The serial SGS can be described as follows: in the order
defined by the list, schedule each activity in turn, at the earliest precedence and resource feasible
point in time. The parallel SGS can be described as follows: Time is incremented starting at zero.
At each time the unscheduled precedence and resource feasible activities are scheduled in the order
defined by the list. When no more activities can be scheduled, the time is incremented. It has been
shown by Sprecher et al. [24] that the serial SGS produces so-called active schedules, that parallel
SGS produces so-called non-delay schedules, that an optimal solution exists within the set of active
schedules but not necessarily within the set of non-delay schedules and that the list representation
(with either parallel or serial SGS) is not unique, i.e., two different list may represent the same
schedule. Based on experiments the serial SGS is used for the proposed algorithm.
Precedence augmentation In the variable neighborhood search algorithm proposed by Fleszar
and Hindi [7] the concept of precedence augmentation is introduced. It can be described as follows:
Let the head, hj, of an activity j ∈ A be the time that must pass before activity j can be started and
let the tail, tj, be the time that must pass from the completion time of activity j until the project can
be completed. The process of precedence augmentation is the process of permanently adding new
precedence relations based on heads, tails and an upper bound on the current problem, such that
(not necessarily all) solutions which are not better than the upper bound are rendered infeasible.
This has the effect of narrowing the search space. We employ two of the precedence augmentation
rules described by Fleszar and Hindi [7]: Assume that a new better solution with makespan T
has been found. From this point on, only solutions with a makespan of at most UB = T − 1 are
interesting. Consider all pairs of activities i, j ∈ A which are not in any precedence relation (direct
or indirect). A new precedence relation from i to j is added if one of the following holds:
1. hj + ti ≥ UB
2. ∃k ∈ R : rik + rjk > Rk ∧ hj + pj + pi + ti > UB.
When new precedence rules are added, the current solution may become infeasible and needs
to be repaired before the search can go on. This may results in the repaired solution having a
worse makespan than the solution on the basis of which precedence relations were added, which is
inconvenient since the search will continue from this worse solution. It is thus worthwhile to spend
some time repairing the solution, such that it is at least as good as the original one. To this end
Fleszar and Hindi [7] construct a special repair algorithm. We take a different approach and use
the repair neighborhoods already part of the algorithm. The activities to be reinserted are the ones
which now violate the precedence-ordering of the activity list. Each repair neighborhood is given a
chance to repair the solution until either a solution which is at least as good as the original is found
or there are no neighborhoods left, in which case the repaired solution with the best makespan
is used. Each time a new best solution is found during execution of the algorithm, precedence
augmentation is performed.
Double justification Valls et al. [30] shows that a simple technique denoted justification can
improving the quality of a solution with little extra computational effort. One speaks of left-
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justification, right-justification and double-justification. Left-justification is essentially pulling all
activities of a schedule as far towards time zero (left) as possible, while right-justification is essen-
tially pulling all activities as far towards the time corresponding to the makespan (right) as possible.
Double-justification is doing first a right-justification followed by a left-justification. Often a double-
justified schedule is better than the original one. Since this is a simple technique, which have been
shown to produce good results, all schedules produced during the course of the ALNS algorithm
are double-justified. This means that in each iteration at least three schedules are generated (more
may be generated if the current solution must be repaired after precedence augmentation).
Master level search framework As mentioned earlier one needs to select a local search frame-
work at the master level. After some experimenting the choice fell on one with the following
properties: In each iteration a destroy and repair neighborhood is selected based on the current
scores. Given the parameter Q, which governs how large a part of the solution should be destroyed,
a new solution is created. Only solutions which are as good as, or better than the current solution
is accepted. A tabu list is maintained such that the same activity list is not visited twice. The
value Q is progressively reduced from its initial value toward a final value, Qend, such that if Qi is
the value of Q in the i-th iteration then Qi = max{c
i ·Q,Qend}, where c ∈ [0; 1]. This has the effect
that the algorithm will initially look at large neighborhoods, but these get progressively reduced as
the search progresses to good solutions. This will result in a diversified search in the beginning and
an intensified search at the end.
Scoring scheme As part of an ALNS algorithm, a scoring scheme needs to be chosen. As in the
paper by Pisinger and Røpke [19] the scores are updated at certain intervals rather than in each
iteration. Thus scoring information is collected during a certain number of iterations before the
scores of each neighborhood is updated and the collection restarts. We call the number of iterations
which must pass between each score update the score interval. Let pij be the current score and p¯ij
the scoring information collected during the last scoring interval, then the score pij is updated as
follows: pij = max{ρ ·
p¯ij
aj
+(1− ρ) ·pij, pimin}, where aj is the number of times the neighborhood has
been chosen during the last score interval (if aj = 0, the score is unchanged), ρ is the score reaction
and pimin is the minimum score.
Let T be the makespan of the current solution and T ′ the makespan of the current candidate
created by applying the destroy and repair neighborhood N+ and N−. Let p¯ij be the collected score
so far for N+ (the procedure is equivalent for N−), p¯ij is updated as follows: p¯ij = p¯ij + b
(T−T ′)/T ,
where b is some real number, experimentally chosen to 7. This scoring scheme differs from the
one used by Pisinger and Røpke [19], where one of three fixed scores are attributed depending on
whether the current solution was improved globally, locally or a worse solution was accepted. The
reason for this difference is that the proposed algorithm only accepts equal or better solutions,
which can results in many iterations where there is no improvement at all. If a fixed scoring scheme
was used all neighborhoods would score equally bad, while for the employed scheme it is possible
to differentiate the neighborhoods who produce solutions which are (almost) as good as the current
and the ones that produce solutions which are far worse.
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4 Neighborhoods
An important part of an ALNS algorithm is the destroy and repair neighborhoods. Even though
there is an adaptive layer, one should remain careful about adding to many neighborhoods, espe-
cially when only a limited number of iterations is allowed. The reason is that a number of iterations
will be needed before any poorly performing neighborhoods will have been filtered out and these
neighborhoods will end up taking time from the good ones. It is also important to have a good
mix of neighborhoods, which are good at search intensification and diversification. For the pro-
posed algorithm the neighborhoods have been selected by running the algorithm with all conceived
neighborhoods enabled, then in turn each neighborhood was disabled, if this resulted in a better
solution, the neighborhood was permanently removed. In the following we describe the destroy and
repair neighborhoods employed.
Destroy neighborhoods Given the parameter Q and an activity list, L, a destroy neighborhood
must remove Q activities from L. All destroy neighborhoods share the same structure: For j ∈ A
the predecessor-cluster of j is defined as Cp(j) = {i ∈ A|i ∈ Pj ∨ si + pi = sj}, and the cluster of j
as Cc(j) = {i ∈ A|i ∈ Cp(j) ∨ i ∈ Sj ∨ sj + pj = si}, where sj denotes the starting time of activity
j. Let p : A → {0, 1} be some predicate, then a core removal candidate set, C, is constructed as
C = {j ∈ A|p(j) = 1}. C is given some ordering on the basis of which each activity j from C is
removed from the list along with possibly elements from either Cp(j) or Cc(j) (depending on the
neighborhood) until either the set C is empty or Q elements have been removed from L. The idea
behind clusters is that one wants as much flexibility as possible for the repair neighborhood, e.g.,
if all the predecessors and successors of an activity are left in place there is potentially little room
for inserting the activity in new positions. There are in total 10 destroy neighborhoods, which are
described below.
• random This neighborhood ensures diversification by randomly removing Q activities from
the current solution. It comes in two flavors, one where predecessor-clustering is used and one
where clustering is used.
• most-mobile Let j ∈ A. As Fleszar and Hindi [7], we define the left limit LL(j) and the
right limit RL(j) as LL(j) = max{γi|i ∈ Pj} + 1 and RL(j) = min{γi|i ∈ Sj} − 1, where
γi is the position of i within the activity list. Now the mobility, m(j), of j is defined as
m(j) = RL(j) − LL(j).
This neighborhood selects the Q activities with the highest mobility from the current activity
list and also ensures diversification but in a different way than the one above. It ensures
that the neighborhood explored is large by selecting activities which have many reinsertion
possibilities.
• non-peak In the hybrid genetic algorithm proposed by Valls et al. [28] the peak crossover
operator employed passes on to its children the parts of the schedules with high utilization,
so-called peaks. Similarly we define a non-peak predicate. A peak is defined in the same way
as by Valls et al.: Let S be the current schedules at let S(t) = {j ∈ A|sj ≤ t ∧ t ≤ sj + pj},
where sj is the starting time of activity j and t is some time instant. We define the Resource
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Given some δ ∈ [0; 1] we say that an time instant t is of high utilization if RUR(t) ≥ δ.
Similarly we say that a time interval I is of high utilization if ∀t ∈ I : RUR(t) ≥ δ. Let I
be the set of disjunctive maximal intervals of high utilization for the schedule S, then a peak
activity j ∈ A is an activity which satisfies ∃I ∈ I : [sj; sj + pj] ∩ I 6= ∅, i.e., all activities
which are active during some interval of high utilization. A non-peak activity is an activity
which is not a peak activity. The non-peak predicate selects all activities which are non-peak
activities.
This neighborhood uses the non-peak predicate and tries to preserve the structure of the
solution where the utilization is good, and destroy the parts where it is not. The neighborhood
comes in two flavors one where predecessor-clustering is used and one where clustering is used.
In both cases the activities are chosen at random from the removal candidate set.
• critical-path Given the current schedule S we construct a weighted directed graph G =
(A, E), where E = {(i, j) ∈ A × A|si + pi = sj} and the weight of a vertex j is pj . Since
the schedule S contains no point in time (before the end) where no activity is scheduled,
there must exist at least one path p with weight equal to the makespan of S. In order to
improve the makespan, at least one of the activities on this path must be moved elsewhere.
The critical-path predicate selects all activities which are part of a critical path.




vol (smallest-vol) ordering is the ordering, where the removal candidate set is sorted non-
decreasingly (non-increasingly) w.r.t. volume.
This neighborhood uses the critical-path predicate to break the critical path of the current
schedule. Three orderings of the removal candidate set are used: largest-vol) this ensures
that a big part of the critical path is destroyed by removing the activities with the biggest
volume smallest-vol) this ensures a certain intensification by removing the activities with
the smallest volume, which should be easy to insert in other locations random) activities are
picked at random. For the largest-vol and smallest-vol orderings only predecessor-clustering
is used, while both predecessor-clustering and clustering is employed for the random ordering.
• segment This neighborhood ensures a certain intensification by selecting a subsequence of
length Q from the activity list. This subsequence corresponds to a sub-schedule, which can
hopefully be improved.
Repair neighborhoods Given a partial activity list and a set of activities to be reinserted a
repair neighborhood must construct a new precedence ordered activity list, which will hopefully
lead to a better solution. Again each repair neighborhood shares some structure: Given an ordering
of the set of activities to be reinserted, the activities one at a time are inserted into the activity list
in such a way that the partial activity list is still precedence ordered. A repair neighborhood can
be seen as a pairing between an insertion algorithm and an ordering.
For the variable neighborhood search algorithm proposed by Fleszar and Hindi [7] a possible
move for an activity j ∈ A is defined as any positions in the interval defined by LL(j) and RL(j).
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Similarly we define a random-insert algorithm which reinserts each activity randomly within this
interval.
There are in total 11 repair neighborhoods, where the difference between each neighborhood is
the order in which the random-insert algorithm is applied to the activities to be reinserted. For each
of the the following well-known priority-rules for the RCPSP (cf. Kolisch and Hartmann [14]) there is
an equivalent repair neighborhood : Shortest processing time (SPT), most total successors (MTS),
earliest start time (EST), minimum latest finish time (LFT), minimum slack (MSLK), greatest
rank positional weight (GRPW) and minimum latest start time (LST). These neighborhoods
ensure that the solution will be a (hopefully) good mix of these priority rules and is similar to multi-
pass methods, where the priority rule is changed between passes. The remaining 4 neighborhoods
use the following orderings: random, largest-vol, smallest-vol and reverse, where the reverse ordering
reverses the order of the activities compared to the current activity list.
5 Computational results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, tests have been run on the well-
known benchmarks, J30, J60 and J120 created by Kolisch and Sprecher [16], which contain respec-
tively 480, 480 and 600 instances. The algorithm has been coded in C++ and the tests have been
run on a PC with an Intel Core i7 920 @ 2.67 Ghz. To be able to compare the algorithm with
other algorithms we have used the same maximum schedule counts as the one used in a recent
survey paper by Kolisch and Hartmann [12], that is 1, 000, 5, 000 and 50, 000. The algorithms from
the survey paper fall into two categories: Algorithms where it makes sense to count the number
of schedules generated and algorithms where it does not (such as methods based on implicit enu-
meration). The proposed algorithm falls into the first category, since in each iteration the schedule
corresponding to the current solution is destroy and a new schedule is generated from a partial
one by the repair neighborhood (actually 3 schedules, since double justification is employed). We
therefore only compare our algorithm to algorithms within the first category and as commonly done
for the RCPSP, use the quality of the solution as the measure of performance rather than running
time. As a base of comparison we choose the 5 best algorithms from the survey paper along with
two recently proposed algorithms (marked with a † in Table 1). Each test run has been repeated 10
times and the average taken. The following parameter values have been employed: score interval =
5, score reaction = 0.2, Q = 10% (for J120), Q = 40% (for J30 and J60). The parameter c is set
such that Q reaches a value corresponding to the removal of 1 activity after the maximum allowed
number of iterations.
Table 1 shows the critical path average deviation (smaller is better) for the different benchmark
instances (for J30 it is the average deviation from the optimal solution). As can be seen, the
algorithm is competitive, though it is not the best on any of the benchmark instances. Promisingly
it ranks better as the instances gets larger (and harder), that is 5th for J30 benchmark instances,
4th for J60 benchmark instances and 3rd for J120 benchmark instances. If only 1,000 schedules is
considered the algorithm actually ranks 2nd on both the J60 and the J120 benchmark instances,
which indicates that the algorithm does not fully take advantage of the additional iterations.
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Table 1: Average deviation from optimal makespan (%) – J30, average deviation from critical path
lower bound (%) – J60 and J120
max. #schedules
Benchmark Reference Algorithm 1,000 5,000 50,000
J30 Ranjbar et al. [21]† SS 0.10 0.03 0.00
Kochetov and Stolyar [11] GA, TS 0.10 0.04 0.00
Debels et al. [5]† SS 0.10 0.04 0.00
Valls et al. [28] GA 0.27 0.06 0.02
ALNS ALNS 0.18 0.07 0.02
Alcaraz and Maroto[1] GA 0.33 0.12 -
Valls et al. [30] GA 0.34 0.20 0.02
Tormos and Lova [25] sampling 0.25 0.13 0.05
J60 Ranjbar et al. [21]† SS 11.59 11.07 10.64
Debels et al. [5]† SS 11.73 11.10 10.71
Valls et al. [28] GA 11.56 11.10 10.73
ALNS ALNS 11.58 11.12 10.73
Kochetov and Stolyar [11] GA, TS 11.71 11.17 10.74
Valls et al. [30] GA 12.21 11.27 10.74
Hartmann [8] GA 12.21 11.70 11.21
Hartmann [9] GA 12.68 11.89 11.23
J120 Valls et al. [28] GA 34.07 32.54 31.24
Ranjbar et al. [21]† SS 35.08 33.24 31.49
ALNS ALNS 34.35 32.91 31.54
Debels et al. [5]† SS 35.22 33.10 31.57
Valls et al. [29] GA 35.39 33.24 31.58
Kochetov and Stolyar [11] GA, TS 34.74 33.36 32.06
Valls et al. [29] GA 35.18 34.02 32.81
Hartmann [8] GA 37.19 35.39 33.21
6 Conclusion
An application of the ALNS framework to the RCPSP has been presented, where a number of
techniques from other algorithms are unified within the ALNS framework. Computational results
from running the algorithm on the J30, J60 and J120 benchmark instances show that the algorithm
is competitive with the state-of-the-art and confirms the strength of the ALNS framework. Interest-
ingly the proposed algorithm is the only non-population based algorithm to rank within the top-5
algorithms and as such represents promising alternative approach to the usual population based
algorithms. Another encouraging sign is that the algorithm ranks better on the larger and more
difficult instances.
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